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Will the Tragic Fate of World Stars Like Celine Dion and Justin Bieber Open the Eyes of Their
Fans? Impacts of COVID-19 Vaccine

By Dr. Nicole Delépine, June 17, 2022

Given  the  number  of  followers  of  Canadian  Singer  Celine  Dion  on  Twitter,  (924,200
followers), on Facebook more than a million and other networks, we can hope that the
misfortunes  of  this  fabulous  singer  will  touch  more  people  than  the  official  sites  of
EudraVigilance or Vaers [US] more difficult to consult and as a means to inform the public. If
only to instill some doubt regarding the dangers of the covid-19 vaccine…

Flop at Biden’s Summit of  the America’s 2022. The Beginning of  the End of  American
Hegemony?

By Michael Welch, Ajamu Baraka, and Stephen Sefton, June 19, 2022

During his speech at the 9th annual Summit of the Americas, President Biden spoke about
the power of the democracies in the region and its role to offset a lot of difficulties, in the
wake of COVID-19 and inflammatory pressure worsened by “Putin’s unprovoked assault on
Ukraine.”  He spoke of  “coming together”  to  address  climate change and migration in
particular.

Report: US Secretly Reviews and Approves Many Israeli Airstrikes in Syria

By Dave DeCamp, June 20, 2022

According to a report from The Wall Street Journal, Israel has been secretly coordinating
with the US on many of  its  airstrikes in  Syria,  and senior  officials  at  US Central  Command
have reviewed and approved many plans in recent years.
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An Endless Stream of Scary Official Enemies

By Jacob G. Hornberger, June 20, 2022

Any government  that  is  a  national-security  state needs big  official  enemies — scary ones,
ones that will cause the citizenry to continue supporting not only the continued existence of
a national-security state form of government but also ever-growing budgets for it and its
army of voracious “defense” contractors.

St. Petersburg 2022 Forum Sets the Stage for the “War of Economic Corridors”

By Pepe Escobar, June 20, 2022

The Russian president noted how “EU losses due to sanctions against Russia” could exceed
$400 billion per year, and that Europe’s high energy prices – something that actually started
“in the third quarter of last year” – are due to “blindly believing in renewable sources.”

Western Media and Politicians Prefer to Ignore the Truth About Civilians Killed in Donetsk
Shelling

By Eva Bartlett, June 20, 2022

Following intense Ukrainian shelling of Donetsk on June 13, some Western media sources, in
tandem with outlets in Kiev, unsurprisingly claimed that the attack – which killed at least
five civilians and struck a busy maternity hospital – was perpetrated by Russian forces. Why
Moscow would launch rockets at its own allies wasn’t explained, nor would it make much
sense.

“Global  NATO”:  Upcoming  Summit  Intended  to  Transform the  “Atlantic  Alliance”.  New
“Strategic Concept” Envisaged

By Park Min-hee, June 20, 2022

Special “partner nations” have been invited to the NATO summit to be held in Madrid, Spain,
from June 29-30. In addition to the leaders of the 30 NATO member states, the leaders of
South Korea, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand, the president of Ukraine, and the prime
ministers of Sweden and Finland will also be in attendance.
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Russia Demands Lithuania Lift “Openly Hostile” Blockade of Kalingrad; Panic Buying Ensues

By Zero Hedge, June 20, 2022

The Russian Foreign Ministry has responded to Lithuania’s partial blockade of Kaliningrad,
writing in a statement that they consider the “provocative measures” to be “openly hostile”
and warning that the Kremlin may take action to “protect its national interests.”

History: US Business Operations with Nazi Germany

By Shane Quinn, June 21, 2022

Among the Nazis’ first actions after taking power was to dismantle the German trade unions
and labour power. By March 1933 the first concentration camp was erected at Dachau, soon
to be followed by others, where numerous communists, socialists and other undesirables
were  interned.  The  German  masses  were  thereafter  transformed  largely  into  devoted
followers of Hitler, subjected regularly to Nazi propaganda; much of the techniques of which
Gauleiter of Berlin Joseph Goebbels had learnt in the 1920s from Edward Bernays, the
influential American propaganda merchant.

Kiev Plans to Ban Russian Culture

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, June 21, 2022

Once again, the Ukrainian government demonstrates that it is not interested in cooperating
for peace, but in further intensifying its anti-Russian policies. Now, the Kiev Parliament has
passed  a  bill  to  ban  Russian  music  and  literature,  boosting  the  search  for  “cultural
cancellation” against the Russian people.
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